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Abstract. Identification of closed boundary contours is an important problem in image analysis because boundaries 
delineate the structural components, or objects, present in a scene. Most filter-based edge-detection methods do not 
have a mechanism to identify a group of edge sites that defines a complete closed object boundary. In this paper, 
we construct a suitable parameter space of one-pixel-wide closed boundaries for gray-scale images that reduces 
the complexity of the boundary identification problem. An algorithm based on stochastic processes and Bayesian 
methods is presented to identify an optimal boundary from this space. By defining a prior probability model and 
appropriately specifying transition probability functions on the space, a Markov chain Monte Carlo algorithm is 
constructed that theoretically converges to a statistically optimal closed boundary estimate. Moreover, this approach 
ensures that implementation via computer will result in a final boundary estimate that has the necessary property 
of closure which previous stochastic approaches have been unable to achieve. 
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1 Introduction 

Closed object boundaries are major features in gray- 
scale images and their identification is important. 
Boundary identification techniques found in much of 
the engineering literature generally use local intensity 
information to identify whether a pixel location is part 
of a boundary, that is, an edge pixel. Filters are used 
to collect local gradient information and, if the magni- 
tude of the local gradient is large enough, the pixel is 
declared an edge pixel. In other words, boundaries are 
presumed present where sharp transitions in the ob- 
served intensities occur. Examples include the Sobel 
type edge-detectors [34], exponential filters [4], and 
Laplacian-Gaussian filters [21]. Further research has 
dealt with corner detection [27], recursive methods [ 15, 
33, 37, 22, 25], robust edge detection [24], and one- 
pixel-wide edge detection [36]. Unfortunately, these 
approaches are sensitive to error and hidden partial 
boundaries, which hinders the determination of closed 
object boundaries. 

Statistical methods have been introduced to estimate 
boundaries in an optimal manner; see, for example, [ 11, 
30, 6, 8, 10, 9, 35]. Geman et al. [10] consider closed 
boundary detection by constrained optimization. The 
key idea of their approach is that a pixel location is 
not deemed an edge site based only on its local gradi- 
ent information. Other information, regarding the local 
boundary configuration and prior expectations of how 
an object boundary should behave, is taken into ac- 
count. They construct a Markov chain Monte Carlo 
algorithm that is theoretically guaranteed to converge 
to a statistically optimal closed boundary configuration. 
Unfortunately, in practice, approximations of their al- 
gorithm are necessary and Geman et al. [10] note that, 
in their examples, their algorithm never actually obtains 
a final boundary estimate that is closed. For practical 
applications, such as automatic object recognition, it is 
important that the final boundary estimate be closed. 

In this paper, an algorithm to obtain statistically 
optimal closed object boundaries is presented. More- 
over, this algorithm is constructed to ensure that in 
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practice the resulting boundary estimate will satisfy 
the closure requirement. The algorithm requires aone-  
pixel-wide closed boundary input image to serve as an 
initial estimate to the process. We obtain this estimate 
by modifying an image segmentation algorithm based 
on image pyramids of  reduced resolution presented by 
Hong and Rosenfeld [20]. Next, a Markov chain Monte 
Carlo algorithm is constructed and applied to obtain a 
statistically optimal closed boundary estimate. The 
steps required for implementation of this algorithm are 
outlined using Image Algebra [31]. 

2 Defining a Closed Boundary 

Let D denote the n x m lattice array of pixel locations. 
Let Y(s) represent a random variable that denotes the 
observed intensity at pixel location s -= (s 1, s 2) 6 D 
and assume that there are a finite number of possible in- 
tensities for each location on D; i.e., Y(s) 6 {1 . . . . .  k}, 
where k is a finite integer. Arbitrarily, the pixel location 
(1, 1) is selected to be the upper left pixel location in the 
lattice; then s -= (s I, s 2) denotes the center of a pixel 
with the first index indicating the center of  the column 
s 1 and the second index indicating the center of the row 
s 2, where s 1 ~ {1, 2 . . . . .  n} and s 2 ~ {1,2 . . . . .  m}. 
We use the conventional notation that an uppercase 
letter denotes the random variable (r.v.), and the cor- 
responding lowercase letter denotes a realization of 
the r.v. 

L e t  W(s)  denote the value of a boundary process at 
location s 6 D, with W(s)  = 1 if s is part of  a boundary 
and W(s)  = 0 otherwise. When W(s) = 1, the edge 
site s is referred to as being lit. The configuration of 
pixels, pixel  values, and boundary values is illustrated 
in Fig. 1. 

Define f2w to be the set of all possible boundary 
configurations; the subscript W emphasizes that f2w is 
the set of  all combinations of zero (not lit) and one (lit) 
that the boundary process W can take on D. Thus the 
cardinality of f2w, denoted I S2wl, is 2ran; in images of 
medium resolution, m = n = 256, which results in an 
astronomical value for I S2wl. Let co denote a boundary 
configuration in the set f2w. Hence, co ---= {w(s):s 
D} denotes a particular realization for the boundary 
process W. 

Next, we define in a precise manner the set of permis- 
sible boundary configurations. The usual definitions 
of  four- and eight-connected are used [13]. Though 
this boundary configuration space has not been explic- 
itly defined in the literature, we argue that this is the 
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Fig. 1. The boundary process W(.) is defined on the pixel lattice 
D. The pixel intensities Y(s); s ~ D, are observed. The boundary 
process values W(s); s 6 D, are unobserved. 

appropriate space of boundary configurations to con- 
sider for the closed boundary identification problem. 
This is because each permissible boundary configura- 
tion is eight-connected and consists of  one-pixel-wide 
closed contours. 

Consider so 6 D and define 

Nr(s0) ~ {s E D:s  5& so, max{I sl - s ~ t ,  I s2 - s 2 l }  

< r } ;  r = 1 , 2  . . . . .  (2.1) 

The set Nr (s0) corresponds to the 2r x 2r block of sites 
centered at pixel So and excludes the site So. Also define 
Nv(so) --= {So + (1, 0), so + ( - 1 ,  0), so + (0, 1), so + 
(0, -1 )} ,  the set containing the nearest four neighbors 

of  So. 

DEFINITION 2.1. Let So 6 D. The four-neighborhood 
or, equivalently, the set of  four-neighbors of so 
is N~(s0). The eight-neighborhood or set of eight- 
neighbors of  So is N1 (So). 

For an arbitrary boundary configuration co 6 f2w 
define 

Nw(so, o)) -- {s c D:s  ~ Nt(so) and w(s) = 1}. 

(2.2) 

This set is referred to as the eight-neighbor edge set 
for So. The extra argument co of Nw is included here to 
indicate clearly the dependence on the boundary con- 
figuration being considered. 

DEFINITION 2.2. A boundary configuration co E f2w 
is said to be closed if, for any So E D such that 
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(a) 

Co) 

Fig. 2. (a) A two-pixel-wide boundary. (b) There are two ways to 
interpret three lit sites in this configuration. Any boundary containing 
this configuration is not permissible. 

w(s0) = 1, [Nw(so, co)l > 2. Thus, every edge pixel 
has at least two lit neighbors. 

DEFINITION 2.3. The boundary configuration space 
f2 cL --- {co E fZw: co is closed} is called the set of 
closed boundary configurations. 

Note that a boundary co E f2Cw L could include a por- 
tion two pixels deep, as portrayed in Fig. 2(a). As we 
wish to limit the width of our boundaries to one pixel, 
we make the following definitions. 

DEFINITION 2.4. For co E f2w, when W(So) = 1, 
Nw(s0, co) is said to be allowable if for each pair 
sa, s2 e Nw(s0, co), s l ¢  Nw(s2, co). Put more sim- 
ply, any two lit neighbors sl and s2 of a lit site So are 
not allowed to be vertically, horizontally, or diagonally 
adjacent. 

DEFINITION 2.5. A boundary configuration co e f2w 
is said to be permissible if, for any So ~ D such 
that W(So) = 1, ]Nw(so, co)] > 2 and Nw(so, co) is 
allowable. 

DEFINITION 2.6. The boundary configuration space 
f2~v --= {co c f2w: co is permissible} is called the set of 
permissible boundary configurations. 

Though each co E f2~ is a closed boundary, it is 
clear that f2~v is a proper subset of the set f2~ ;  there 
is the additional condition of allowability for all neigh- 
borhoods {Nw(s, co):w(s) = 1}. Geman et al. [10] 

We are 
measure 

consider optimal boundary identification on the space 
f2 cL. However, the importance of including the allowa- 
bility condition can not be overstated. First, the con- 
dition ensures that the boundary configuration chosen 
from the set f2~ is a one pixet wide contour. Second, 
the complexity of the boundary identification prob- 
lem is reduced since considerably fewer configurations 
need consideration. Finally, this condition eliminates 
an ambiguity in the interpretation of the final boundary 
estimate. For example, suppose three sites are lit in the 
configuration depicted in Fig. 2(b). 

The question arises as to whether this configura- 
tion represents a closed triangle or a sharp right turn 
in the boundary. Any co that includes three lit sites as 
in Fig. 2(b) is not in f2~v. Though the set f2~v contains 
all one-pixel-wide closed boundaries, one minor draw- 
back of the restriction to f2~v is that sharp corners and 
crosses in the scene will be rounded slightly. 

The methodology presented in this research identi- 
fies in a statistical manner an optimal one-pixel-wide 
closed boundary configuration co* E f2Pw, given any 
available a priori information. The Bayesian paradigm 
is used to construct a probability measure on the 
configuration space f2~v, given the pixet intensities and 
prior knowledge regarding object boundaries in the 
scene of interest. It is important to note that placing 
a probability measure on f2~v is equivalent to placing 
a joint probability measure on {W(s):s E D} and vice 
versa. 

For co E f2~v and y = {y(s): s E D}, let 

Pr(y I co) -- Pr(Y(s) = y(s): s E D I co) (2.3) 

denote the intensity probability mass function (l?mf), 
where Pr(A I B) denotes the probability of A given B. 
Also, for co E f2~v, denote the prior boundary pmfby 

Pr(co). (2.4) 

interested in constructing the probability 

Pr(co [ Y(s):s E D); co 6 f2~v, (2.5) 

which is referred to as the posterior boundary pr@ 
From Bayes Theorem 

Pr(co ] Y(s): s c D) cx Pr(Y(s): s E D [ co) • Pr(co); 

co (2.6)  

DEFINITION 2.7.  A boundary configuration co* E f2~v 
that maximizes the posterior boundary pmf is defined 
to be an optimal closed boundary estimate. Call co* 
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the maximum-a posteriori (or MAP) closed boundary 
estimate. 

3 Boundary Model Construction 

In this section, we construct the posterior boundary 
model by specifying an intensity model and a class of 
prior boundary models. The resulting posterior bound- 
ary model will have support only on the permissible 
boundary configuration space f2~v. 

Typically, the goal of obtaining underlying closed 
boundaries in a gray-scale image is motivated by the 
desire to identify objects. For the remainder of this 
paper, we assume an object is a region whose inten- 
sity values are approximately constant. Thus, it makes 
sense to model the intensity pmf in Eq. (2.3) based 
on the premise that objects are defined as regions of 
statistical homogeneity. Notice that here we are inter- 
ested in identifying two-dimensional objects in two- 
dimensional space. The method to be described does 
not model, deliberately, points and lines with end points 
inside the image domain. 

Let X (s) denote the unobserved, true underlying in- 
tensity at pixel location s ~ D. In this manuscript it 
is assumed that {X(s): s c D} is a random field with 
realizations constant within four-connected regions of 
D [13]. This approach is similar to the ones adopted by 
[5, 29, 26, 9]. In what follows, an additive Gaussian 
model is assumed for the observed intensities, 

Y(s) = X(s) -I- e(s); s ~ D, (3.1) 

where e(s) ~ NID(0, o-2), NID is an abbreviation for 
"normally and independently distributed"; s 6 D, and 
the e-process is independent of the X-process and may 
represent, for example, noise due to sensors. 

We note that each co c f2~v partitions D into dis- 
joint four-connected regions. Let d(co) denote a generic 
four-connected region for a particular co. The number 
of disjoint connected regions depends on co and will be 
denoted by K(co). Then each co 6 f2~v implies a par- 
tition of D into disjoint connected regions {di (co):/ = 
1 . . . . .  K(co)}, where it is assumed that X(s) is con- 
stant on connected regions. That is, X(s) = X (t) if 
s, t, ~ di(co); i = 1 . . . . .  K(co). 

Define/zi  (co) ~- X (s); s c di (co). For co 6 f2~v, it 
follows that 

K (to) 

Pr(Y(s): s 6 D I co) = 1--I Pr(Y(s): s 6 di(co) I co), 
i=1 

(3.2) 

where Y(s) I co ~ NID(/xi(co), 0"2); S C di(co ). ThUS, 
upon letting ni (09) denote the number of distinct sites 
sij ~ di (co) c D, the intensity model is specified as 

K (to) ni  (to) 

Pr(Y(s): s e D I co) = 17  1-I (2a'o-2)-½ 
i=1 j = l  

X exp {- (Y(s i j  ) - -  #i(CO))2/2O-2}, (3.3) 

where {/Zi(CO):i  = 1 . . . . .  K(co)} and o -2 > 0 are pa- 
rameters. More generally, one could allow heterogene- 
ity of variances within and across boundaries. 

Next, we construct a class of simple but flexible 
Markov random field (MRF) prior boundary models. 
After giving basic definitions and notation, we discuss, 
in Sections 3.1-3.3, how to incorporate certain desired 
characteristics that we wish our boundary estimate to 
possess. We remark that while our model describes a 
reasonable solution to the closed boundary problem, 
the methodology to be presented is quite general and 
other desired characteristics suitable for a particular 
application can also be included. We first define the 
concept of a MRF boundary process and its relation- 
ship with Gibbs distributions. 

DEFINITION 3.1. The set A; -- {A/'(s):s ~ D} is a 
neighborhood system on D if A/" is a collection of sub- 
sets of D for which 1) s ~ Af(s) and 2) sl c N'(s2) ¢~ 
s2 6 A/'(sl). The se tH(s )  is called the set of neighbors 
ors.  

DEFINITION 3.2. A subset C c D is defined to be a 
clique if every pair of distinct sites in C are neighbors 
or if C consists of a single site. 

DEFINITION 3.3. In the context of our problem, a 
random field {W(s): s c D} is a MRF on ~2~v with 
neighborhood system A/" if the conditional probability 
of W(so), given the values of {W(s): s c D, s ¢ so}, 
equals the conditional probability of W(so), given only 
the values of {W(s): s 6 Af(so)}. Notationally, 

Pr(W(s0) [ W(s): s 6 D, s ~ So) 

= Pr(W(so) I W(s): s ~ A/'(so)). (3.4) 

DEFINITION 3.4. A Gibbs distribution relative to 
{D, A/'} is a probability measure Pr(co) on fa~v with the 
following representation: 

1 
Pr(co) = ~ exp(-Uo(co)); co 6 f2~v, (3.5) 

Zo 
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where 

Uo(co) -= ~ Vc(co), (3.6) 
C6C 

d denotes the set of cliques for the neighborhood system 
32, and Z0 is the partition function, or normalizing 
constant, defined by 

Zo -- ~ exp(-Uo(co)). (3.7) 

The function U0 (co) is referred to as the energy function 
and Vc (co) is called a potential function. Each Vc is 
a function on ~2~v with the property that Vc(co) is a 
function of only those values of W(s) for which s 6 C. 

Any Gibbs distribution relative to {D, 32} determines 
a MRF with neighborhood system 32; see, for example, 
[16, 23]. This relationship provides a simple, practical 
way of specifying Markov random fields by specifying 
potential functions. A MRF prior boundary model can 
be used to ensure necessary characteristics of a bound- 
ary estimate such as closure as well as advocate de- 
sired characteristics such as boundary smoothness and 
robustness to noise in the image recording process. 

The prior closed boundary models considered in 
this paper use the homogeneous neighborhood sys- 
tem 324 ~ {N4(s):s 6 D}, where Nr(s)is  defined by 
Eq. (2.1). In the following subsections we explicitly in- 
dicate how we incorporate desired characteristics into 
the prior boundary model using linear combinations of 
indicator potential functions. 

3.1 To Ensure a One-Pixel-Wide Closed 
Boundary Estimate 

A class of MRF prior models with support only on f2~v 
is desired. This can be accomplished by defining infi- 
nite potential values on clique realizations that identify 
non-permissible configurations. Recall that each po- 
tential is only a function of the values of the boundary 
process at those sites in the clique C. This allows one 
to represent penalized clique configurations (and thus 
potential functions) pictorially. In the figures presented 
in this section, cliques are displayed and the edge site 
location surrounded by a square is referred to as the 
target pixel location. Darkened circles correspond to 
lit edge sites (i.e., W(s) -- 1) while the empty circles 
correspond to unlit edge sites. All cliques displayed in 
this section will be defined for the neighborhood sys- 
tem At4. 

Q O 0  O Q O  0 0 0  
O m O  O m O  

0 0 0  0 0 0  0 0 0  

0 0 0  0 0 0  0 0 0  
O m O  

0 0 0  0 0 0  0 0 0  
0 0 0  0 0 0  0 0 0  

O m O  O m O  
0 0 0  0 0 0  0 0 0  
~ .  3. Configur~ions ~ r  which the bounda~ configuration is not 
closed. 

Let Cm (s) denote the 3 x 3 clique centered at pixel 
location s 6 D. Define Vc,°(s)(co) to be equal to one if 
the clique Cm (s) has realizations of the form shown in 
Fig. 3, and define Vc,, (s) (co) to be equal to zero other- 
wise. Define 

it(co) ~- Z Vc,o(s)(co); (3.8) 
sED 

this quantity is the number of times the clique realiza- 
tions illustrated in Fig. 3 occur in co. If I1 (co) > 0, co is 
not a closed boundary since there would exist at least 
one lit location s that does not have at least two lit 
neighbors. By including ~x~ • 11 (co) in the energy func- 
tion and adopting the convention that ~ • 0 = 0, we 
can give zero prior probability to all boundary config- 
urations that are not closed. 

Similarly, let C~)(s); j = 1 . . . . .  4, denote the 
cliques displayed in Fig. 4. Define VqAs)(W) to be 
equal to one if the clique Cq(s) has the realization 
shown in Fig. 4, and define Vc,~(s)(co) to be equal to 
zero otherwise. Then define 

4 

"2(0)) --- ~ ~ vq,~s~(co); 
j = l  s~D 

(3.9) 

this quantity is the number of times the configurations 
illustrated in Fig. 4 occur in co. IfI1(co)+/2(o)) > 0, co 
does not satisfy the permissible eight-connectedness 
requirement, and we can include cx~. (I1 (co) + /2(0))) 
in the prior energy function (recall that c~ • 0 = 0) to 
ensure support on the space of permissible boundary 
configurations. 
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Fig. 4. The non-allowable configurations. 

3.2 To Advocate Robustness to Noise 

To discourage excessive boundaries due to noise in the 
image recording process, prior penalties can be placed 
on configurations 0) c f2~v that include many small 
connected regions. Let C1 (s) denote the clique dis- 
played in Fig. 5, centered at pixel location s. For a 
given co 6 f2~v, define 

Vc,(s>(0)) 
= / 1  ifW(s,  0 ) ) = 0 ,  W(u, 0))=X,  ueNo( s )  

/0 otherwise. 

(3.10) 

This corresponds to the clique realization displayed in 
Fig. 5 and is referred to as the diamond configuration. 
The potential Vcl(s) (0)) identifies an isolated region of 
one pixel s 6 D. 

For a given 0), define 

O1(0)) ~--- E VCt(s)(0))" (3.11) 
sED 

The quantity O1 (0)) is the number of isolated regions of 
one pixel area corresponding to the permissible bound- 
ary configuration 0). 

Furthermore, we can penalize the existence of 
slightly larger isolated regions. Let C2t (s) and C22(s) 
be the cliques shown in Fig. 6, where s is the target 
pixel. The cliques {C21 (s), C22(s); s 6 D} can be used 
to penalize each occurrence of a disjoint region of area 
equal to two pixels in a boundary configuration. 

Let 

02(,0) = + vc22(s (0))}, (3.12) 
sED 

D 

Fig. 5. The clique realization that identifies a homogeneous region 
of one pixel in area. This is referred to as the diamond configuration. 

O 0  0 © 0  
0 ©0 O D O  

O 0  • 

Fig. 6. Configurations that identify regions of two pixels in area. 

where Vc2~(s)(0)) is one if the clique C21(s) has the 
realization shown on the left hand side of Fig. 6 and 
is zero otherwise, and similarly Vc22(s~ (0)) is one if the 
clique C22(s) has the realization shown on the right 
hand side of Fig. 6 and is zero otherwise. 

Similarly, define cliques C3y (s), j = 1 . . . . .  6, and 

6 

j=l  s~D 
(3.13) 

where Vc3y<s> (0)) is one if the clique C3j (s) has the re- 
alization shown in Fig. 7 and is zero otherwise. The 
quantity 03 (0)) is the number of times the realizations 
of the form shown in Fig. 7 appear in 0). 

Proceeding in this fashion, the values O4(0)), 
O5(0)), 06(0)), O7(0)), 08(0)), and 09(0) ) can be de- 
fined for 0) c f2~v where Ok(o)) is the number of oc- 
currences of disjoint regions of area k pixels in 0) that 
can be identified using the neighborhood system A;4. 
Each of these functions can be represented in terms of 
a linear combination of indicator potential functions. 

3.3 To Advocate Smooth Boundary Configurations 

In one-pixel-wide edge detection [36], there are many 
different representations for a boundary between any 
two homogeneous regions in a scene. For example, 
consider the two-color pixel intensity image in Fig. 8. 
In the current prior boundary model, all three represen- 

rations presented would be penalized the same. While 
the first two representations may seem indistinguish- 
able, the roughness of the boundary representation on 
the far right is visually displeasing. Thus, the user may 
want to penalize such a configuration for its roughness. 
Once again, indicator potential functions can be used 
to penalize roughness. Let 13 (0)) denote the number of 
times the clique realizations illustrated in Fig. 9 occur 
in 0). 

From the discussion above, a class of MRF prior 
models can be defined on w 6 f2~v, with support 
only on the permissible configuration space g2~v. De- 
fine 00(0)) to be the number of lit edge sites in 0) and 
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• • 
0 0 0  0 0 0  0 0 0  

0 0 [ 3 0  O 0 [ Z ] O 0  O Q O 0  
O 0  0 0 0  O 0  

Fig. 7. 

0 
O 0  0 0 0  O 0  

O O D O  O Q O  O D O 0  
0 0 0  0 0 0  0 0 0  

• • • 

Clique realizations on cliques C31 ( s ) , . . . ,  C36 (s), respectively, that identify regions of three pixels in area. 

5 5 5 5  

5 5 5 5  

2 2 2  2 

2 2 2 2  

0 0 0 0  
0 0 0 0  
0 0 0 0  
0 0 0 0  

0 0 0 0  
0 0 0 0  
0 0 0 0  
0 0 0 0  

0 0 0 0  
0 0 0 0  
0 0 0 0  
0 0 0 0  

Fig. 8. Three possible boundary representations for a boundary between two homogeneous regions, obtained from the two-color pixel intensities 
at the top of the figure. 

Fig. 9. 

II 
Clique realizations that could be used to penalize a rough 

representation of a straight edge. 

let 

go(cO) -- &Ok(co) + ¢h013(co) + ~/2(co) 

+ ooll(co); co E f2w (3.14) 

be the energy function for a family of prior closed 
boundary models, where {ilk > 0: k = 0, 1 . . . . .  10} 

is the set of prior model parameters. In Eq. (3.14), we 
have adopted the convention that ec .  0 = 0. 

This model has eleven prior parameters to be speci- 
fied or estimated. How these parameters are specified 
is up to the user and depends on the intended applica- 
tion. In many instances, a subset of these parameters 
can be set to zero and the number of parameters re- 
duced. Also, if one wants to penalize configurations 
that identify isolated regions, yet reduce the number 
of parameters, one could, for example, consider the 
three-parameter prior energy function, 

/ 1 go(cO) = floOo(cO) + ~ [ I  - )~(k - 1)lOOk(cO) 
k=O 

+ ec11(cO) + ecl2(cO); co 6 g2w, (3.15) 
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where 0 > 0, 0 _< )~ < 1/8, and 0 is the intended 
penalty for a clique configuration that isolates a region 
of one pixel. 

By Bayes'  Theorem, the resulting class of posterior 
boundary models for co 6 f2~v given the observed in- 
tensities {Y(s): s 6 D} is, 

Pr(co I Y(s): s 6 D) 
( g(oJ) ni (w) 

o(exp -- Uo(co) + Z Z(Y(s i j  ) 
i=l j=l 

(3.16) 

where Uo(co) is given by Eq. (3.14). Since {Y(s): s 
D} is given, define 

K (w) n l (w) 
Ul(co) - Uo(co) + y '(r(sij) - m(co) )2 /20-  2 

i=l j=l  
(3.17) 

and note that the posterior boundary pmf, 

1 
Pr(co I Y(s):s 6 D ) =  ~-~ exp(-Ul(co)) ;  

l 

co (3.18) 

is also a MRF on Q~v, where Z1 is the partition function 
that ensures the posterior pmf sums to unity. 

4 Markov Chain Algorithms to Estimate 
the MAP Closed Boundary 

If {ilk: k = 0, 1 . . . . .  10} and 0 -2 are specified or es- 
timated, the posterior boundary pmf is in principle 
known for all co E f2~v. Thus, one might think it would 
be possible to search the entire space ~2~v to find a 
boundary configuration co* that maximizes the pos- 
terior distribution. However, for most imaging prob- 
lems, the cardinality of the search space is astronomical 
and therefore a direct search is infeasible. In this sec- 
tion, Markov chain Monte Carlo (McMC) algorithms 
are considered to obtain a MAP permissible boundary 
estimate. 

Though a particular realization is desired, namely, 
a configuration that attains the mode of the posterior 
distribution, algorithms that will essentially allow one 
to sample f r o m P r ( W ( s ) : s  6 D [ Y(s):s 6 D) are 
first necessary. In this section, an irreducible Markov 
chain with state space f2~v and limiting pmf equal to 
the posterior pmf given by Eq. (3.16) is constructed. 

Let co (t) c ~2~v denote the state (configuration) of the 
Markov chain at time t. Then, for properly specified 
transition probabilities between any two configurations 
coo, col 6 ~ v ,  the Markov chain co(o), coO) . . . . .  will 
converge in distribution to a random field with pmf 
Pr(W(s) :s  6 D [ r ( s ) : s  c D) given by Eq. (3.16). 
Thus, by running the chain sufficiently long, one can 
obtain a configuration co (u) ~ f2~v (v large) that can be 
considered a sample from Pr(W(s): s 6 D [ Y(s): s 
D) on ~2~v. 

McMC algorithms with single-site replacement, or 
updating, are typically used in imaging applications. 
Single-site replacement refers to updating co(t-l) with 
a configuration co(t) by changing the value of  { W (s): s 
D} at no more than one site in D. Le tN  = n x m denote 
the total number of potential edge sites on D. Theoreti- 
cally, an appropriate Markov chain algorithm must visit 
all N potential edge sites infinitely often during bound- 
ary updating [11], though this visitation can be in any 
order. 

Let s (t) denote the site visited at time t. A binary 
(0 - 1) single-site replacement algorithm can be de- 
scribed as follows. At time t, define col t) to be the 
boundary configuration with 

[1 - w(t-1)(s)], i f s  = s (t) 
wl (s) = w(t-1) (s), otherwise, (4.1) 

where w(t-1)(s) is the value determined by co(t-l), at 
pixel location s. Then, let co(t) = colt) with probability 

ffM (w(t-I) ' I/3~ t)) { Pr(colt) lY(s):s~D) } 
-= min 1, pr(co(t_l) I Y(s):s 6 D) ' (4.2) 

and let co (t) = co (t-l) with probability 1 - o~ M (co(t-I), 
colt)). The probability uM in Eq. (4.2) is referred to as 
the selection probability function corresponding to the 
Metropolis algorithm [28]. 

Since the posterior boundary pmf is a MRF, the 
Metropolis selection probability can be written, 

oIM (co)(t--I), colt) ) 
-min{1, exp[(U,(co(t-'))-Ul(colt)))]}, (4.3) 

and only the potential functions involving sites s 
N4(s (t)) U s (t) need be calculated. Alternatively, Barker 
[2] uses 

oIB (co(t--1), colt) ) 

-- exp [ -Ux (colt))] (4.4) 

exp [ -U1 (w}t))] + exp [--U1 (co(t-l))]" 
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The selection probability of the Gibbs sampler [11] 
corresponds to Barker 's  selection probability for bi- 
nary images. The selection probabilities ot M and o~ B 
yield appropriate transition probabilities for a McMC 
algorithm to converge to the posterior distribution if  
the Markov chain is irreducible [17]. 

However, single-site replacement cannot be used for 
the closed boundary model described here. The prob- 
lem is that a single-site replacement algorithm can not 
be defined that gives an irreducible Markov chain with 
support on only the permissible boundary configuration 
space f2(v. If  w (°) (s) = 1 and a transition to w 0) (s) = 0 
is made, boundary closure may be lost. A require- 
ment for the success of  Markov chain algorithms is that 
each permissible configuration be accessible from any 
other permissible configuration. If  instead multiple- 
site replacement is considered, a Markov chain algo- 
rithm can be constructed that is irreducible on f2~v and 
will converge to the desired posterior boundary pmf. 

Recall that s (t~ is the site visited at time t. As well as 
s (~), we also choose the sites N1 (S (t)) to be updated at 
time t. Hence the nine sites, U(t) - s (t) U N1 (s(t)), are 
simultaneously updated at time t. 

To implement the Gibbs sampler at time t, replace 
{w(s):s E U(t)} with any 3 x 3 configuration of 
0 - 1 values; there are 29 = 512 such configurations. 
Set w(t)(s) = w(t-i)(s) for those sites not to be up- 
dated. Let w(p t); p = 1, 2 . . . . .  29, denote the candidate 
boundaries resulting from the replacement. (Note that 
o)(t-1) = o)¢t), for some r = 1, 2 . . . . .  29.) 

At t ime t, choose o) (t) = COp(t) with probability 

o~G(O) (t)) = exp [-Ul(o)) t ))]  

z..~r=lV'512 exp [-Ul(°)St))]  ' 
(4.5) 

by analogy with Eq. (4.4). 
First, notice that only a few of the 512 candidate 

configurations will be permissible and thus will receive 
positive probability of  being selected. As few as four 
of the candidate configurations will typically be per- 
missible. It is often the case that U(t) will be removed 
from the current boundary estimate. That is, W(s) = 0 
for all s 6 U(t). In this case there are only two valid 
boundary configurations to consider for time t; one 
is to keep the currently estimated boundary configu- 
ration, and the other is to consider the inclusion of a 
diamond configuration centered at s (t). Another possi- 
bility is that s (t) may be the center of  a diamond config- 
uration at time (t - 1). In this case, if unlighting the lit 
sites of  the diamond configuration results in a permis- 
sible boundary configuration, this new configuration 

can be considered. The fact that only these two types 
of  configurations can be considered in this situation 
may demand modifications to the algorithm, as will be 
discussed momentarily. 

The transition probability function corresponding to 
Eq. (4.5) can be written, 

Pr(wt Io)0) 

Pr(W(s,  o)1): s E U(t) t 
{W(v, w0): v ~ U(t)}, 

= {Y(s):s e D}), if W(v, o)~) = W(v,o)o), 
v ¢ g(t)  

0, otherwise. 

(4.6) 

For multiple-site replacement, a lemma and a the- 
orem are presented to show that, given a systematic- 
site visitation strategy, the Markov chain specified by 
this transition probability function has as its stationary 
distribution the desired posterior boundary pmf, and 
that this chain converges to its stationary distribution. 
More generally, the systematic site visitation strategy 
can be dropped in favor of another visitation strategy as 
long as each site is visited infinitely often. Addition- 
ally, the locality of the Markov random field models 
typically used permits parallel multiple-site updating 
throughout D. 

We shall assume w(s) = 1 for all s on the perimeter 
of D. 

DEFINITION 4,5. Define the set 

D I --- {s-= (s l , s  2) ~ D:3  _< s l _< n - 2, 3 

_< s 2 < m - 2}, (4.7) 

where the superscript " I "  is used to denote the interior 
of  the n x m lattice. Also define N ~ =-- (n - 4)(m - 4). 

DEFINITION 4.6. If for every s E D t, s = s (u) for 
s o m e t  < u < t + N  ~, then one pass or sweep of 
D is said to have occurred for systematic multiple-site 
replacement. 

The lemma and theorem presented in this section 
are variations of the standard Markov chain results for 
stationary Markov processes [ 18]. 

LEMMA 4.1. The posterior boundary pmf  Pr(. I Y) is 
the limiting distribution for a Markov chain on f2~v with 
transition probability function defined by Eq. (4.6). 
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That is, 

Pr(col l Y) = 
O~oE~2~v 

for every o91 ~ f2(v. 

Pr(col ] coo)Pr(coo l Y), (4.8) 

PROOF. SEE [18]. 

THEOREM 4.1. Assume a multiple-site visitation 
strategy defined by Pr(col I coo) in Eq. (4.6). With- 
out loss of generality the visitation strategy is assumed 
to be systematic. Then, for every starting configuration 

~ f2 P and every co c f2 P, 

lim Pr(co = co I co(o) = ~, y) = Pr(co I Y), (4.9) 
t ---~oo 

where Pr(co I Y) is the posterior boundary pmf  on f2~v. 

PROOF. SEE [18]. 

The transition probability function defined by Eq. 
(4.6) and a systematic site visitation strategy gener- 
ates a Markov chain that theoretically converges in 
distribution to the posterior boundary pmf. Thus, by 
running the chain sufficiently long, the configuration 
co (v) ~ f2~v, for large v, can be considered as a sam- 
ple from the posterior boundary pmf. However, the 
MAP configuration co* c g2~v is of interest. A modifi- 
cation of the Markov chain algorithm described above 
leads to a selection from the set of configurations that 
achieve the posterior mode [11]. This modification 
is the introduction of an annealing schedule, where a 
(temperature) parameter T(t),  that is a function of it- 
eration time t, is considered. That is, define a pmf 
proportional to 

Pr(co I Y(s):s E D) l/r(t~. (4.10) 

The effect of T(t)  on the local transition prob- 
ability function is as follows. At low temper- 
atures (i.e., T(t)  small), the local transition 
probability function becomes concentrated at candi- 
date configurations that minimize the local energy, 
whereas at high temperatures it is essentially uni- 
form. 

Simulated annealing is a sequential procedure made 
up of an McMC algorithm and an annealing schedule 
T(t)  that are combined to sample from a pmf propor- 
tional to Eq. (4.10). Geman and Geman provide a the- 
orem prescribing conditions on the annealing schedule 
to guarantee theoretical convergence to minimal energy 

states ([11], Theorem B). Upon combining the pro- 
posed transition probability function in Eq. (4.6), a sys- 
tematic site visitation strategy, and a proper annealing 
schedule, a Markov-chain algorithm is constructed that 
will converge to the MAP closed boundary estimate. If 
more than one configuration yields the mode, any one 
of these configurations is obtained with equal probabil- 
ity. Unfortunately, the required annealing schedule is 
too slow for applications [11] and approximations are 
necessary. 

In an attempt to approximate the MAP estimator for 
image reconstruction, Besag [3] introduced the iterated 
conditional modes (ICM) algorithm. In the context of 
the MAP closed boundary problem, instead of a ran- 
dom choice from the candidate boundaries at time t 
with respect to Eq. (4.6), the mode of the current can- 
didate boundaries is automatically selected. Such a 
choice guarantees that Pr(co (t}) > Pr(w(t-l~); however, 
if there is convergence, it may be to a local maximum. 
This method is computationally less demanding and 
corresponds to an annealing schedule where T(t)  = 0 
for all t. 

Though theoretical convergence of the closed bound- 
ary identification algorithm is guaranteed, the use of an 
approximation algorithm causes additional difficulties. 
First, it is difficult to generate new object boundaries. 
The problem is that the algorithm only considers up- 
dating nine edge-site locations at one iteration. Thus, 
to introduce a new closed boundary in the interior 
of the image domain, the diamond configuration (Eq. 
(3.10)) is the only configuration that can be used. How- 
ever, this configuration is usually heavily penalized 
since it identifies a region of one-pixel-width. There- 
fore, the ICM algorithm will rarely introduce a new 
object boundary. 

One approach to allow new object generation is to 
consider a multiresolution ICM algorithm [18]. An- 
other approach is to consider updating more than nine 
edge sites. For example, at each time t, after the nine- 
site update has occurred, an update of 25 or 49 edge 
site locations is considered. Example candidate con- 
figurations are shown in Fig. 10. For each of these 
candidate configurations, permissibility is checked. If 
the candidate is permissible, the posterior energy can 
be calculated and compared to the posterior energy 
of the current configuration. This modification of the 
closed boundary identification algorithm does not af- 
fect the necessary irreducibility and all theoretical re- 
sults presented in this section are still valid. Once a 
new boundary estimate is constructed from one of the 
configurations shown in Fig. 10, future iterations of the 
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Fig. 10. Candidate configurations that update more than nine sites. 

nine-site updating scheme will refine the boundary of 
the new object to its most probable shape. 

5 Model Parameters 

The intensity model and prior model have several un- 
derlying parameters that must be specified or estimated. 
In a traditional Bayesian approach, the prior parame- 
ters are specified based on the intuition of the user or 
from training data. However, in an empirical Bayes 
approach, some or all of the prior parameters are esti- 
mated using statistical techniques, such as maximum 
likelihood or the method of moments. For the closed 
boundary identification algorithm, an empirical Bayes 
approach to estimate {/3k > 0: k = 0, 1 . . . . .  10} is 
not natural since the prior parameters are used to pe- 
nalize configurations that the user feels are unlikely 
based on previous knowledge regarding the applica- 
tion of interest. 

Because the number of regions of homogeneity is 
assumed unknown, there is also difficulty in estimating 
the intensity model parameters. However, it is clear that 
the sample mean (or sample median) of the intensity 
values in a connected region defined by the current 
closed boundary estimate can be used as a reasonable 
estimator of the mean values of the intensity model. 

The parameter cr 2 plays a crucial role in the closed- 
boundary identification algorithm. A noisy image and a 
small value for cr 2, relative to the prior parameters, will 
result in a final boundary estimate with many connected 
regions of homogeneity. As cr 2 increases, the number of 

connected regions of homogeneity in the final boundary 
estimate will be reduced. One method for estimating 
cr 2 is to use training data, but such information may be 
unavailable. Another method, which we recommend, 
is to estimate cr 2 by using the variance of the intensity 
values for the largest regions of homogeneity in the 
current estimate of the boundary. 

Although specification of the prior parameters is 
usually based on subjective considerations or obtained 
from training data, it is important to reiterate the main 
advantage of a statistical approach to closed-boundary 
identification over standard ad hoc approaches: De- 
sirable aspects, such as closure, of a boundary esti- 
mate can be ensured or advocated using a statistical 
approach. 

6 Obtaining a Permissible Starting Boundary 
Configuration 

If one begins with any permissible boundary, the 
McMC algorithm, with an appropriate annealing 
schedule, theoretically will converge to a MAP bound- 
ary estimate. However, since sub-optimal algorithms 
are used in practice, the choice of starting configura- 
tion is important. Moreover, this starting estimate must 
be permissible. Unfortunately, there is a dearth of sim- 
ple automatic methods that use available intensity data 
to obtain an initial closed boundary. In this section, 
we describe a method to obtain a starting boundary 
configuration that is permissible. 

A modification of a multi-resolution image segmen- 
tation algorithm introduced by Hong and Rosenfeld 
(HR) [20] can be used to obtain a one-pixel-wide closed 
boundary for a gray-scale image. The HR algorithm is 
based on "pyramids" of reduced-resolution images to 
extract compact regions of homogeneity, i.e., regions 
of approximately constant value. Hong and Rosenfeld 
argue that segmentation by partitioning into homoge- 
neous regions is generally more powerful than segmen- 
tation by pixel classification, because the information 
on which it is based is computed over regions rather 
than over small neighborhoods of pixels. 

The HR image segmentation algorithm uses a multi- 
resolution or "pyramid" image representation, in which 
each higher level of the pyramid is a coarser reso- 
lution of its lower predecessor. The pyramid of im- 
ages is constructed as follows. The base level of the 
pyramid corresponds to the lattice at the finest res- 
olution of the image, which we denote as D1. For 
simplicity, assume Dl is a 2 n x 2 n lattice, where n is 
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a finite integer greater than two. Let Slij denote the 
pixel location in the ith column and j th row of D1, 
where i, j c {1, 2 . . . . .  2 n}. Each level of the pyra- 
mid is formed by summarizing a 4 x 4 neighborhood 
in the preceding level. The neighborhoods are over- 
lapped 50 percent vertically and horizontally so that, 
if the image is assumed wrapped on a torus as in the 
original HR algorithm, each pixel would have 4 "fa- 
thers" at the next level of the pyramid and 16 "sons" 
at the previous level. However, because of this co- 
ordinate wraparound, homogeneous regions may ap- 
pear on opposite sides of the image and therefore, in 
practice, one would not want to assume coordinate 
wraparound. 

In our application, coordinate wraparound is not 
assumed and the pyramid levels above the base are 
constructed as follows. The lattice D2 at level two 
of the pyramid is 2 n-1 x 2 n - I  . The pixel location 
s133 on the base level of the pyramid has the sites 
s211,s212, s221, and s222 as its fathers at level two 
of the pyramid. Conversely, the site s211 E D2 has 
as its sons the sites Sill, s112, s113, s114, s121, s122, 
S123, S124, S131, S132, S133, S134, S141, S142, S143, and 
s144 on the base-level lattice D1. More generally, 
the sons of the site skij ~ Dk, k = 2,3  . . . . .  n 
correspond to the sites Sk_l,2i_l,2.j_l, Sk_l,2i_l,2j , 

Sk-l,2i--l,2j+l, Sk-l,2i-l,2j+2, Sk-l,2i,Zj-l, Sk-l,2i,2j, 
Sk-1,2i,2j+1, Sk-l,2i,2j+2, Sk-l,2i+l,2j-1, Sk-l,2i+l,2.j, 
Sk-l,2i+l,2j+l , Sk-l,2i+l,2j+2, Sk-l,2i+2,Zj-1, Sk-l,2i+Z,2j, 
Sk_l,2i+2,2j+l, and  Sk-l,2i+2,2.j+2 , if the sites exist on 
the lattice Dk-1. The pyramid of images is constructed 
up to the coarsest resolution, Dn, at which there are 
only four great, great . . . .  grandfathers. Because coor- 
dinate wraparound is not assumed, only the pixels in 
the (2 ~-k+l - 2) x (2 ~-k+l - 2) interior of Dk will 
have four fathers at the next level of the pyramid and 
the remaining pixels will have fewer fathers. 

Let Z(su j )  denote the observed pixel intensity at 
slij ~ D1, and use the sample mean or sample median 
of the intensity values of the sons as the starting pixel 
values for the fathers Z(s~ij); skij ~ Dk, k > 1. 

The basic idea of the algorithm is to define link 
strengths between father/son pairs on adjacent levels of 
the pyramid, based on a measure that combines inten- 
sity similarity and spatial proximity. The link strength 
function considered by Hong and Rosenfeld [20] has 
the form, 

p(k,  i, j ,  u, v) = (1 + d(skij, Sk--l,uv)) 

x c/)(Z(skij), Z(S~-l,,o)), (6.1) 

where d(.) is a function of spatial proximity between 
sites on adjacent levels of the image pyramid and q5 (.) is 
a function comparing the observed intensities between 
sites on adjacent levels of the pyramid. In their paper, 
Hong and Rosenfeld consider the spatial proximity 
measure, 

I t  c/8 if ~ _< 2.1213 
d(skij, Sk-l,uv) ~- --1 otherwise. (6.2) 

where, 

---- x/(u - (2i + 0.5)) 2 --}- (1) -- (2j + 0.5)) 2. (6.3) 

They chose the value ~c = 2.1213 to give a value of 
d = 1 for the furthest father of the son Sk_ l,uv. More 
generally, the parameter tc can be used to control the in- 
fluence of the spatial proximity term in the link strength 
function. A large value of this parameter makes the sets 
of pixels that belong to a given region more compact, 
while a small value results in regions that are more 
irregular in shape. 

Hong and Rosenfeld consider the intensity similarity 
function 

1 
4~(Z(s~ij), Z(s~_l,.~)) - 

(2zr)l/Zcr (sk_l,u~) 

where a (sk-l,,~) is a standard deviation estimate for 
the intensities of the sons of sk-l,u~; this estimate 
is presented below. The function q~(.) corresponds to 
a Gaussian weighting function. More generally, any 
function that falls off rapidly with the difference in in- 
tensity values could be used. 

Pixel values at pyramid levels above the base level 
are recomputed using weighted averages of their sons' 
values, where the weights are the normalized link 
strengths. That is, the new value for Z(Skij)  , k > 1, is 
recomputed as 

Z(sk~b 

~(u,v)~Dk_, Z(St- l ,uv)p(k ,  i, j ,  u, v)a(Sk-l,uv) 

~(u,v)cD~._l a(sk-l ,uv)p(k,  i, j ,  u, v), 

(6.5) 

where a(sk_l,uv ) is the "area" of pixel Sk-l,uv. 
The area function [20] is used to distribute the 22n 

units of area in D1 over the pixels defined on Dk, for 
each k = 1, 2 . . . . .  n. It is computed as a(sl,,o) = 1, 
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for each Slu v E D1, and for k > 2, 

a(sk-l ,~)  

p ( k - -  l ,  u_,_ v, w_2, z)a(sk-2.wz) 

(w,z)EDt-2 [ ~(u,v)EDk_I p ( k  - 1, u, v, w, z) 

(6.6) 

Similarly, the quantity o-(ski j ) ,  k > 1 is recomputed as 
a weighted sum 

~ ( s k i j )  = 

(.,,,)eDk-~ (Z(Sk-l,uv) -- Z(skij))2a(sk-l,uv)p(k, i. j ,  u, v) 

[ Z(u,,OeDk_l a(sk-l ,uv)p(k,  i, j ,  u, v) ' 

(6.7) 

where again the weights are a function of the link 
strengths. These new values for Z(s~i.i) and O'(Skij) , 
k > 1, define new link strengths between sons and 
fathers, and the process is iterated. After a few iter- 
ations, the link strengths stabilize and the links that 
remain large define the regions of homogeneity. That 
is, each resulting tree of strong link strengths defines a 
homogeneous region in the image, where the leaves of 
the tree correspond to the pixels belonging to the region 
and the height of the tree corresponds to the region size, 
so the larger the region, the higher the level at which 
the root of the tree lies. After the desired number of 
iterations, a pixel is called a "root" if it is in Dn, or if 
the sum of its link strengths to all its fathers is negli- 
gible. Each non-root pixel is then assigned to the tree 
corresponding to its most strongly linked father. This 
algorithm results in a segmentation of D1. Denote the 
true underlying pixel intensity for s 6 D1 by X(s) and 
estimate X (s) by the intensity for the node of the tree 
for which s belongs. 

The parameters that must be specified for the HR 
image segmentation algorithm are: 1) the standard de- 
viation at the base-level of the pyramid, a (s), s 6 D1 ; 
2) the spatial proximity parameter tc; and 3) a negligi- 
bility tolerance v for determining root sites. 

The HR image segmentation algorithm does tend to 
over-segment the image domain. That is, node inten- 
sities of nearby regions may be very close with respect 
to the range of the gray levels in the feature space. 
Therefore, the algorithm has been modified to include 
an agglomerative clustering step, for regions with very 
close node intensities, to reduce to some extent this 
over-segmentation [19]. 

The HR image segmentation algorithm yields a fairly 
data-driven segmentation of D1 into homogeneous re- 
gions. It is our goal to obtain a one-pixel-wide closed 

boundary based on the HR segmented image. This 
boundary estimate is then used as a starting estimate for 
a statistical closed boundary identification algorithm. 
In what follows, we list the steps to obtain a permis- 
sible boundary configuration from the HR segmented 
image. More generally, from any standard segmenta- 
tion algorithm used to obtain an initial image segmen- 
tation, the following algorithm can be used to obtain a 
permissible boundary. The algorithm begins by obtain- 
ing an eight-connected boundary cot ~ f2w from the 
image {X(s): s 6 D~}, and then identifies a configura- 
tion co 6 f2 P that approximates cot. 

Let s~ - s + (1,0) and Sh --= s + (0, 1). Define 
R(s) to be the area (number of pixels) of the four- 
connected homogeneous region to which the site s 
belongs. The following two-step algorithm yields an 
eight-connected boundary cot E f2w from the HR seg- 
mented image. 

Step 1: For each s 6 DI, calculate R(s). 
Step 2: For each s ~ DI, define 

W(s) 
1 ifX(s)  7~ X(sh) and R(s) >__ R(Sh) 

= 1 i fX(s)  7~ X(sv) and R(s) > R(sv) 
0 otherwise. 

(6.8) 

This algorithm results in a boundary configuration 
cot =- {w(s):s E D1} that is eight-connected. How- 
ever, this configuration may not be one-pixel-wide nor 
closed and therefore may not be permissible. 

DEFINITION 6.1. For So ~ D, the boundary con- 
figuration co ~ f2w is said to be locally permissi-  
ble in the neighborhood Nr(s0) if for each lit site 
s 6 Nr (s0) U so, Nw(S, co) is allowable. 

The following steps are administered sequentially to 
the eight-connected boundary estimate cot" E f2w to gen- 
erate a permissible boundary configuration cot ~ g2w. 

Step 1: Unlight those lit sites, s, that are completely 
surrounded by lit neighbors in its four- 
neighborhood. 

Step 2: Given the boundary estimate resulting from 
Step 1, unlight the lit site s if 1) INw(s)l = 2, 
and 2) s is the target pixel of one of the con- 
figurations displayed in Fig. 11. These local 
realizations are not allowable. The lit site s 
can be unlit without loss of connectivity. 

Step 3: Given the closed boundary estimate resulting 
from Step 2, in a raster-scan manner, visit each 
lit site s ~ D1 where Nw(s) is not allowable. 
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Fig. 11. 

Step 3a: 

Step 4: 

m o  m o  

The non-allowable configurations. 

Set W(s) = 0 and check for connectedness 
and local permissibility in NI (s). If the con- 
figuration is connected and locally permissible 
in N1 (s), keep this new local configuration and 
proceed to the next lit site. Otherwise, go to 
Step 3a. 

Set W(s) = 0 and consider lighting one of 
the unlit sites in N1 (s). Check for connect- 
edness and local permissibility in N1 (s). If 
the configuration is connected and locally 
permissible in N1 (s), keep this new local 
configuration and proceed to the next lit 
site. Otherwise, try lighting a different un- 
lit site in N1 (s). If this procedure does not 
result in a connected locally permissible 
configuration in N1 (s), keep the original lo- 
cal configuration Nw (s) and proceed to the 
next lit site where Ni (s) is not allowable. 

Given the closed boundary estimate resulting 
from Step 3, if at this stage a lit site s c DI 
does not have an allowable configuration, con- 
sider replacing the entire 3 × 3 boundary con- 
figuration centered at s with any configuration 
that results in a connected, locally permissible 
configuration in N2(s). There are 29 = 512 
potential candidate configurations of lit and 
unlit sites in a 3 x 3 neighborhood. Of these, 
186 of the candidate configurations may yield 
a locally permissible boundary in N1 (s). The 
local permissibility of one of these configura- 
tions in N2(s) depends on the values of the 
boundary process at locations s ~ N3(s0). 
Use two passes of the image domain to make 
the necessary replacements. In the first pass, 
for each lit site s 6 D1 that does not have 
an allowable configuration, replace its eight- 
neighborhood with any one of the 186 poten- 
tially allowable candidate configurations and 
check for connectivity and local permissibil- 
ity in N1 (s). Proceed in this manner until one 
of these configurations is locally permissible. 
In the second pass, for each lit site s c D1 that 
still does not have an allowable configuration 

O m  O I  
0 

(this may occur since, in the first pass, we only 
check for local permissibility in NI (s)), re- 
place its eight-neighborhood with any one of 
the 186 potentially allowable configurations 
and check for connectivity and local permis- 
sibility in N2(s). If a candidate configuration 
satisfies the connectedness and local permis- 
sibility requirements, keep this new local con- 
figuration and proceed to the next lit site. 

This approach yields a boundary configuration o) 
f2~v from the eight-connected boundary configuration 
~t c ~ .  

Steps 1 and 2 of this algorithm obtain local permis- 
sibility by simply unlighting lit sites without losing 
connectivity and local permissibility. The third step at- 
tempts to unlight a lit edge site and light one of its 
neighboring edge sites to maintain connectedness and 
achieve local permissibility. This step approximates the 
local boundary configuration of the closed boundary es- 
timate with a locally permissible estimate. If this step 
fails, the procedure then must consider replacing the 
entire 3 × 3 local configuration. As a result of this step, 
the algorithm can yield several permissible boundary 
configurations for a given closed boundary estimate. In 
some instances this will distort and remove boundaries 
present in the original closed boundary estimate. Nev- 
ertheless, this algorithm will yield a permissible bound- 
ary from a closed boundary estimate that can serve as an 
initial estimate for a statistical one-pixel-wide closed 
boundary identification algorithm. The modified HR 
algorithm, written in Image Algebra pseudocode [32], 
is presented in Appendix B. 

Based on experimentation, we do not advocate the 
use of the modified HR permissible boundary esti- 
mate as a final one-pixel-wide closed boundary es- 
timate [19]. Due to its tendency to over-segment 
the image, and therefore to generate complex closed 
boundaries, step four of the algorithm to obtain per- 
missibility becomes necessary for more sites. Step four 
may in some circumstances remove parts of boundaries 
prevalent in the eight-connected boundary estimate in 
order to obtain local permissibility. This problem arises 
because no optimality criteria are used in choosing 
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the appropriate locally permissible candidate config- 
uration to replace a non-allowable 3 x 3 local config- 
uration of the eight-connected boundary estimate cot. 
To obtain a reasonable one-pixel-wide closed boundary 
estimate, it is therefore recommended that a function 
to be optimized be introduced to select the candidate 
configuration that is most appropriate to obtain lo- 
cal permissibility, yet remain faithful to the observed 
information. The statistical (Bayesian) closed bound- 
ary identification algorithm provides such a function, 
namely, the posterior energy. 

7 Implementation of the Closed Boundary 
Identification Algorithm Using Image Algebra 

Given a specified posterior pmf on f2 P and an appro- 
priate McMC algorithm to obtain a MAP boundary, it 
is necessary to identify the required image processing 
steps for implementation. In this section, the practical 
issues of implementing the closed boundary identifica- 
tion algorithm are discussed. 

The (AFATL) image algebra provides a mathe- 
matical environment for image-processing algorithm 
development [32]. Its highly structured mathemati- 
cal foundation is intended to be a unified algebraic 
approach for image processing, optimization, compari- 
son, coding, and performance evaluation. Any imaging 
algorithm can be written efficiently as a sequence of im- 
age algebra statements [32]. Such a sequence is referred 
to as image algebra pseudocode, since it mimics the 
steps necessary for a programmer to implement an al- 
gorithm. Image algebra has been embedded into FOR- 
TRAN; the resulting language is referred to as Image 
Algebra FORTRAN (IAF). Image Algebra FORTRAN 
is used to implement the algorithm for the examples in 
the next section. 

The closed boundary identification algorithm has 
been encoded in image algebra pseudocode. We dis- 
cuss the general steps of the algorithm here; the ac- 
tual pseudocode is presented in Appendix B. Prior to 
implementing the algorithm, we assume that all neces- 
sary parameter values have been specified. We assume 
the pixels on the perimeter of the array D to be bound- 
ary pixels themselves (i.e., each perimeter site is lit). 
In order to extend permissible boundary estimates to 
include perimeter pixels, we allow the local configura- 
tions displayed in Fig. 11 near the perimeter only. 

To initialize the algorithm, let co (°) e f2~v be an 
initial permissible boundary configuration. The pro- 
cess of obtaining an initial configuration co(o) e f2~v 

is discussed in Section 6. Theoretically, any available 
starting configuration can be used as long as the config- 
uration is in the permissible configuration space. How- 
ever, if iterated conditional modes is used in place of 
simulated annealing, the algorithm might converge to 
a local maximum and therefore a "good" starting con- 
figuration is desirable. 

A raster scan site visitation schedule is assumed in 
this description. The site to be visited at time t, s (0 is 
in the set D I of interior sites as defined in Eq. (4.7). 
At time t, site s (0 e D I is chosen and the algorithm 
first extracts the 11 x 11 lattice, except near the domain 
perimeter, of edge sites in the set, 

W )  - Ns(s (o) u {s(O}. (7.1) 

Due to the assumed Markov structure on D, this 11 x 
11 subarray is the set of sites that are necessary to 
calculate all prior potential functions for any allowable 
configuration of U(t). Recall that it is only necessary 
to calculate the prior energy function over all potentials 
whose corresponding cliques contain at least one site 
that is an element of U(t). 

The second step is to determine which configurations 
of U(t) are allowable given the boundary configuration 
D (0. There are 29 possible configurations of zero and 
one on U(t), though most of these configurations are 
not allowable even without the extra information pro- 
vided by D (t) A U(t) c. Here, the superscript C denotes 
the complement of the set. For example, all configura- 
tions of U(t) with 6 or more locations lit are not allow- 
able. It has been determined that there are 186 potential 
configurations that could be allowable. However, the 
additional information provided by D (0 N U(t) c will 
reduce the number of permissible configurations to at 
most a dozen and typically to as few as three or four. 

To check for permissibility of a candidate config- 
uration w~ 0, the values {w(t-1)(s): s ¢ U(t)} are first 
replaced by the values specified by the candidate con- 
figuration. There are two criteria that must be satisfied 
for the 3 x 3 candidate configuration to be permissi- 
ble. First, each lit pixel s e N2(s (t)) U {s (0 } must have 
at least two lit neighbors; i.e., INw(S, co(pt))[ > 2. A 
generalized convolution using a 3 x 3 invariant tem- 
plate, as defined by Fig. 12, can be used to count the 
number of lit neighbors for each lit site. The candidate 
configuration is not permissible if this criterion fails. 

Second, it is next necessary to check that Nw (s, co(p 0) 
is allowable for each s ~ N2(s (0) U {s(O}. A gener- 
alized convolution using the invariant templates as de- 
fined by Fig. 13 can be used to identify the existence of 
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Fig. 12. This invariant template can be used with the generalized 
convolution operator to count the number of lit neighbors of a lit 
edge pixel. 

disallowed configurations. If a candidate configuration 
satisfies these allowability criteria, the configuration is 
locally permissible in N2(s) and its prior energy func- 
tion U0(coCp 0) is calculated. 

The calculation of Uo(co~p O) is straightforward from 
Eq. (3.14) and, due to the MRF assumption, only re- 
quires the calculation of potentials with cliques cen- 
tered at sites in s ~ N3(s ~t>) U {s(O}. 

First, 00(o9) is calculated using the sum operation 
over Nl(S (0) t3 {s~O}. Next, the number of diamond 
configurations O1(co) centered at sites s c N2(s (0) U 
{s Ct>} is calculated using the generalized convolution 
operator with the template defined in Fig. 14. If the 
template value is not explicitly given for a pixel in the 
figure, it is understood to be equal to 0. 

If non-zero penalties are placed on clique config- 
urations that isolate regions of two pixels, the value 
O2(co) must be calculated over all clique configura- 
tions centered at sites s ~ N3(s (0) U {s~0}. This can be 
accomplished using the generalized convolution opera- 
tion along with the invariant templates shown in Fig. 15. 

Penalties associated with {Ok(co): k = 3, 4, . . . ,  9} 
can be calculated using the generalized convolution 
operator and the census template displayed in Fig. 16. 
The census template calculates a unique configuration 
number for the 5 x 5 configurations centered at each site 
s ~ N3(s C0) U {s(t~}. A relatively small subset of the 220 
possible configuration numbers will be associated with 

Fig. 14. This invariant template can be used with the generalized 
convolution operator to identify diamond configurations. 

a penalized configuration. Through use of the census 
template, each configuration of the 5 x 5 neighbor- 
hood is enumerated and it can be determined whether 
it corresponds to a penalized configuration. Thus, 
{Ok(co):k ---- 3, 4 . . . . .  9} can be calculated and the 
prior energy as in Eq. (3.14) can be calculated for the 
candidate boundary configuration. 

Next, it is necessary to calculate the energy asso- 
ciated with the intensity model given the permissible 
candidate configuration. This entails considering the 
pixel intensities that may change region affiliation dur- 
ing the current update [19]. 

The region affiliation of each pixel site, the number 
of sites ni, the sum of the pixel intensities ~ l  Y (sij), 
and the sum of the square of each pixel intensity 
y~+~i=l Y(sij) 2, for each region i that has sites in D (t-l) 
is sufficient to calculate the intensity energy, if the 
sample means of the intensities in a region are used 
to estimate the parameters {/zi(co): i = 1 . . . . .  K(co)}. 
These quantities are used to calculate Eq. (3.3) for CO~p t) . 

The posterior energy for UI (co~p0), is calculated using 
Eq. (3.17). 

To implement the Gibbs Sampler, UI(.) is calcu- 
lated for each co~ > that is permissible and ~O~p 0 is selected 
with the probability given in Eq. (4.6). The desired 
convergence to a MAP estimate requires an annealing 

(t> is selected with probabit- schedule and therefore COp 
ity proportional to the quantity given in expression in 
Eq. (4.10). 

K'at 1  f:t 
Fig. 13. These invariant templates can be used with the generalized convolution operator to identify outlawed configurations. 
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Fig. 16. A census template that can be used to identify penal- 

ized configurations, where A = 524,288, B = 262,144, and 

C = 131,072. 

The ICM algorithm does not require the posterior 
energies for all permissible configurations prior to the 
selection of the final updated configuration. To imple- 
ment the iterated conditional modes algorithm, it is 
only necessary to compare the current candidate's pos- 
terior energy function with the current best estimate 
of the boundary. If the candidate posterior energy 
value is smaller, it becomes the current best estimate 
of the boundary and is compared with any subsequent 
permissible boundary configurations of U(t), until all 
such possible configurations are exhausted. Due to the 
necessary site-to-site updating the computational com- 
plexity of a single pass through the closed boundary 
identification algorithm grows linearly with the number 
of pixels in D. At any given site, the algorithm checks 
the local permissibility for each candidate boundary; 
the number of checks is bounded above by a constant 
determined by the cliques of the prior model. There- 
fore, a multiresolution version that makes as many 
passes through the image will be computationally more 
efficient. Faster edge-detection algorithms exists (e.g. 
Sobel [34]) but none guarantees both closed and one- 
pixel wide boundaries. 

8 Examples 

Two images will be used to illustrate the statis'tical 
labeling algorithm. The image in Fig. 17(a) is an ar- 
tificially generated 64 x 64 image. The upper-left re- 
gion of the image has pixel intensity equal to one, the 
upper-center region has pixel intensity equal to five, the 
lower-left region has pixel intensity equal to thirteen, 
and the remainder of the image has pixel intensity equal 
to nine, except for a smaller region with pixel intensity 
equal to five. In Fig. t7(b), each pixel is corrupted 
by Gaussian noise with mean zero and variance equal 
to four. This image will serve as the observed image 
from which we wish to segment the image domain op- 
timally and identify closed boundaries present in the 
true underlying image. 

The image in Fig. 18(a) is a 64 x 64 section of an 
SAR (synthetic aperture radar) image of sea ice, where 
the intensity values range from 0 to 255. A great deal 
of effort has been expended in tracking sea ice from 
satellite images and the goal is to identify closed ice 
floe boundaries present in the observed image [1]. 

8.1 Artificially Generated Image 

For the artificial image, the resulting boundary estimate 
based on the Sobel operator is presented in Fig. 17(c). 
The effects of noise on the boundary estimate is ap- 
parent with many isolated lit edge sites and hidden 
boundaries. 

The permissible boundary estimate from the modi- 
fied HR algorithm (Section 6) is presented in Fig. 17(d). 
For the modified HR algorithm, there are three param- 
eters that must be specified, though only the parameter 
governing the merge tolerance is crucial in the final 
appearance of the permissible boundary estimate. Four 
iterations of the modified HR algorithm were necessary 
for the link strengths to stabilize. 

Given the modified Hong-Rosenfeld permissible 
boundary estimate, the statistical one-pixel-wide 
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Fig. 1 Z (a) The true original image. (b) The image in (a) degraded by noise. (c) The Sobel edge image of (a) based on (b). (d) The permissible 
Hong-Rosenfeld boundary estimate. (e) The image in the bottom-left panel is the permissible boundary estimate after one pass of the ICM 
closed boundary identification algorithm. (f) The ICM algorithm converges after three iterations and the resulting permissible boundary estimate 
is displayed in the bottom-right panel. 

closed boundary identification algorithm using ICM 
was applied. Boundary smoothness and robustness to 
noise was advocated by placing penalties in the man- 
ner described in Section 3. For the images displayed in 
Fig. 17, the parameters of the posterior model were 
specified as: to = 3, fil = 4, f12 -~- 3, t 3  = 2, 
flk = 0; k = 4 . . . . .  9, ¢110 = 1, and cr 2 = 4. The im- 
age in Fig. 17(e) is the resulting one-pixel-wide closed 
boundary estimate after one iteration (one pass through 
the image) of the ICM algorithm. The ICM algorithm 
converged to the local maximum posterior configura- 
tion after three iterations and the configuration is pre- 
sented in Fig. 17(f). By penalizing the existence of 

small regions and boundary roughness, the statistical 
closed boundary identification algorithm smooths the 
modified HR boundary estimate and is more resilient 
to noise. 

8.2 SAR Sea Ice Image 

For the sea ice image, the modified HR permissible 
boundary estimate is presented in Fig. 18(b). Given 
this starting estimate, the statistical closed boundary 
identification algorithm using ICM was applied with 
parameters of the posterior model specified as:/5o ---- 5, 
fit = 15, f12 = 10, /3 3 = 10, flk = 0, k = 4 . . . . .  9, 
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(a) 

(c) (d) 

Fig. 18. (a) The observed SAR sea ice image. (b) The permissible Hong-Rosenfeld boundary estimate based on (a). (c) The permissible 
boundary estimate after one pass of the ICM closed boundary identification algorithm. (d) The resulting permissible boundary estimate. The 
ICM algorithm converged after four iterations. 

/310 = 2.5, and c~ 2 = 1000. These parameter val- 
ues were selected to penalize heavily the existence of 
small regions and the excessive inclusion of bound- 
aries. The image in Fig. 18(c) is the resulting one-pixel- 
wide closed boundary estimate after one iteration of the 
iterated conditional modes algorithm and the image in 
Fig. 18(d) is the boundary estimate after four iterations 
of the ICM algorithm. The effects of placing a heavy 
penalty (30) for each lit site in the boundary estimate 
is apparent since only the boundaries of larger ice floes 
are identified. In many circumstances, these ice floes 
are the only objects of interest. 

Due to the necessity of multiple-site replacement, 
the statistical closed boundary identification algorithm 
using ICM is computationally demanding. Other sub- 
optimal optimization algorithms to reduce the com- 
putational complexity required for McMC methods in 
image analysis have been considered; see for example, 
[9, 26, 7, 12, 14]. 

9 Conclusions 

In this article, a statistical one-pixel-wide closed 
boundary identification algorithm is developed that 

guarantees, theoretically and in practice, that the es- 
timated boundary will satisfy the properties of closure 
and single-pixel width, This is guaranteed by appro- 
priately defining transition probabilities from config- 
uration to configuration in the permissible boundary 
configuration space and implementing an (McMC) al- 
gorithm that requires multiple-site replacement, The 
algorithm can also be used at multiple resolutions to al- 
low faster movement through the permissible boundary 
configuration space [19]. 

Its starting value is generated by using a modifi- 
cation of the image segmentation algorithm based on 
image pyramids of reduced-resolution, presented by 
Hong and Roserffeld [20]. Given the modified Hong- 
Rosenfeld starting boundary, the McMC boundary 
identification algorithm using iterated conditional 
modes searches for the locally statistically optimal per- 
missible boundary configuration. The statistical prior 
boundary model can be used to advocate desired char- 
acteristics of a boundary estimate, such as smooth- 
ness and robustness to noise in the image recording 
process. 

Most statistical approaches to image restoration 
and texture identification postulate Markov random 
field models on the true underlying pixel intensities. 
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These models often carry with them stationarity (ho- 
mogeneity) assumptions on the spatial domain which 
are usually inappropriate, since objects present in a 
scene result in major structural components. There- 
fore, it is important to identify, in some manner, 
the structural components present in the image do- 
main, prior to applying homogeneous models such 
as Markov random fields. One manner to character- 
ize the structural components is to identify one-pixel- 
wide closed boundaries that delineate the structural 
components, or objects, present in the scene. In this 
research, we have constructed a theory and an al- 
gorithm to accomplish a statistically optimal delin- 
eation of the image domain into its major structural 
components. 

Image analysis is concerned with the restoration and 
interpretation of images that have been contaminated 
by noise and possibly some (nonlinear) transforma- 
tion. Applications include remote sensing by satel- 
lites, optical astronomy, electron microscope imaging, 
photography, computer vision, ultrasound, magnetic 
resonance imaging, and photon emission tomography. 
The data correspond to gray levels or a finite set of 
colors on a rectangular lattice of pixels (picture ele- 
ments) corresponding to digitized values of radiated 
intensity from some photochemical or photoelectric 
sensor. 

Usually, the goal of obtaining underlying closed 
boundaries in a gray-scale image is motivated by the 
desire to identify objects. In image analysis, objects 
are often characterized by regions displaying consid- 
erable homogeneity. That is, in an uncorrupted image, 
one may identify objects as regions where the inten- 
sity value is constant. Thus, it makes sense to model 
the intensity pmf (2.4) based on the premise that ob- 
jects are defined as regions of homogeneity. Notice that 
here the interest is in two-dimensional objects in two- 
dimensional space. The method to be described does 
not model, deliberately, points and lines with end points 
inside the image domain. 

This template is used to get the sum of the intensities 
of the 16 sons of a father. 

In this section, methods to obtain an estimate of 
a maximum-a-posteriori (MAP) closed boundary are 
discussed. If and 2 are specified or estimated, the 
posterior boundary pmf given by (4.15) is, in prin- 
ciple, known for all Thus, one might think it would 
be possible to search the entire space to find a bound- 
ary configuration that maximizes the posterior distri- 
bution. However, as noted earlier, the cardinality of the 
search space is usually astronomical and therefore for 

most imaging problems a direct search is infeasible. In 
this section, Markov chain Monte Carlo algorithms are 
considered as a means of obtaining a MAP boundary 
estimate from 

The statistical intensity model and prior model have 
several underlying parameters that must be specified 
or estimated. In Section 3, it is assumed that is a ran- 
dom field with realizations constant within connected 
regions of D. The intensity model parameters that must 
be estimated or specifed are the constant value for each 
region, and the constant variance parameter The set of 
prior parameters discussed in Section 4 must also be 
specified or estimated. 

Sections 3-5 describe an intensity model, a prior 
boundary pmf, the resulting posterior model, and a 
Markov chain Monte Carlo updating algorithm to 
estimate the underlying maximum-a-posteriori bound- 
ary subject to restricted eight-connectedness. This al- 
gorithm is general and can be used for a lattice of 
any resolution. However, a more powerful algorithm 
would allow the use of information at multiple reso- 
lutions to speed up the progression to minimal energy 
configurations. 

A permissible starting configuration is required 
for the closed boundary identification algorithm. As 
pointed out in Section 5, if one begins with any per- 
missible boundary, the Markov chain Monte Carlo al- 
gorithm, with an appropriate annealing schedule, will 
converge theoretically to a MAP boundary estimate. 
However, since the required annealing schedule is too 
slow for real-time computation, iterated conditional 
modes is suggested as an approximation. Because the 
iterated-conditional-modes algorithm may converge to 
local maxima, the choice of starting configuration is 
important and preferably should be obtained in a data- 
driven manner. 

Appendix A. The Modified Hong-Rosenfeld 
Algorithm to Obtain an Eight-Connected Boundary 

The following algorithm, written in Image Algebra 
pseudocode, describes the necessary steps to imple- 
ment the modified Hong-Rosenfeld algorithm (Hong 
and Rosenfeld, 1984) to obtain an initial estimate of 
closed boundaries in an image. 

Let Y(0) denote the observed image at the base of the 
image pyramid (Section 9.1). Denote the value at the 
pixel located in the ith column and j th row of level 0 as 
Y(0, i, j ) .  Similarly, the kth level of the image pyramid 
is referenced as Y(k). For simplicity, we assume the 
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Fig. A.I. The template  used to obtain the sum of  the intensities of  

the 16 sons o f  a father. 

observed image is 2 G x 2 a,  implying L = G - 1 over- 
lapping pyramid levels are used in the Hong-Rosenfeld 
algorithm. 

Let S(k) denote the images containing the sample 
variances of  the sons for each father at level k. Let 
A(k) denote the image with intensity equal to the area 
attributable to each pixel at level k. Let wt(k, i, j ,  m, n) 
denote the link strength between the (i, j )  node at level 
k - 1 and the (m, n) node at level k. Let sumlink(k)  
denote the image with intensity value equal to the sum 
of the link strengths of  each pixel to its fathers at level 
k + 1. Let maxl ink(k)  denote the image with intensity 
value equal to the maximum link strength of each pixel 
to a father at level k + 1. 

Algorithm 

Step 0: 

Step 1: 

Do 

We must first set some initial parameters. Set 
stoppoint equal to the number of  iterations to be 
used to obtain link strengths. Set S(0) equal to 
the assumed variance of sites at the base of  the 
image pyramid. Set A (0) equal to 1, the area 
of  each pixel at the base level of  the pyramid. 
Set minsigma equal to the minimum sample 
variance a father pixel can take on. 
Get initial values and variances for Y(k) and 
S(k) for levels k = 1 . . . . .  L. 
Let temp(1) be the template defined in Fig. A. 1. 

1 0 k =  l t o L .  
A d d s u m  = Y(k - 1) @ temp(1), 
A d d s u m s q  = (Y(k - 1) * Y(k - 1)) 

@ temp(1), 
Adttpix = l i m g  • temp(1). 

The image l i m g  has intensity equal to one for 
each pixel location. The image Addpix  is used 
to calculate the number of  pixels contributing 
to the sums of A d d s u m  and  Addsumsq .  This 

image is necessary since we are not assuming 
the image is wrapped on a torus (Section 6). 

Do 20i = 1 to number of  columns of level k. 
Do 30j  = 1 to number of  rows of level k. 

g(k,  i, j )  = Addsum(2i,  2j)/Addpix(2i ,  2j) ,  
S(k, i, j )  = (Addsumsq(2i,  2 j ) )  

- ((Addsum(2i,  2 j ) ,  • 2) 
/Addpix(2i ,  2 j ) ) .  

If  S(k, i, j )  < minsigma, set S(k, i, j )  
= minsigma. 

30 End Do. 
20 End Do. 
10 End Do. 

Step 2: Set iterate = 0. Begin iterative procedure to 
update link strengths. 
Set iterate = iterate + 1. I f  iterate = stoppoint 
+ 1, go to Step 3. 

D o 4 0 k  = 1 . . . . .  L. 

Step 2a: Calculate link strengths. Set maxl ink(k)  = 
0. 

Do 50m = 1, columns in level k 
Do 60n = 1, rows in level k 
Do70 i  = 2 . m  - 1 , 2 . m  + 2  
D o 8 0 j  = 2 , n -  1 , 2 . n + 2  

If  (i, j )  is a site on the level k - 1 lattice, 
then calculate: 

distance = I[(i, J)  - (m + 0.5, n + 0.5)11, 
diswt = 2.1213/(distance ** 0.5). 
wt(k, i, j ,  m, n) = [(1 + distwt)/  

~/2zr S(k, m, n)] 
• exp ( -0 .5 (Y(k  - 1, i, j )  - Y(k, m, n))2/  

S(k, m, n)). 
Sumlink(k, i, j )  

= Sumlink(k, i, j )  + wt(k, i, j ,  m, n). 
If  wt(k, i, j ,  m, n) > maxlink(k, i, j ) ,  

set maxlink(k, i, j )  = wt(k, i, j ,  m, n). 
collink(k, i, j )  = m, 
rowlink(k, i, j )  = n. 
End If. 

80 End Do. 
70 End Do. 
60 End Do. 
50 End Do. 

Step 2b: Calculate area memberships. Set A(k) =: O. 

Do 90m = 1, columns in level k. 
Do 100n = 1, rows in level k. 
D o 1 1 0 i = 2 . m - l , 2 . m + 2 .  
D o 1 2 0 j = 2 . n - 1 , 2 , n + 2 .  
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If  (i, j )  is a site on the level k - 1 lattice, 
then calculate: 

A(k,  m, n) = A(k ,  m, n) + (A(k  - 1, i, j )  
* wt(k, i, j ,  m, n)) 

/sumlink(k, i, j ) .  
End If. 

120 End Do. 
110 End Do. 
100 End Do. 
90 End Do. 

Step 2c: Calculate new intensity values for the parent 
nodes. Set Y(k) = 0 

Do 130m = 1, columns in level k 
Do 140n = 1, rows in level k 
Do 150r i  = 2 * m -  1 , 2 . m  + 2  
Do 160j = 2 * n  - 1 , 2 * n  + 2  

I f  (i, j )  is a site on the level k - 1 lattice, 
calculate, 

realwt = wt(k, i, j ,  m, n) • A(k  - 1, i, j ) ,  
End If. 
numer = numer + Y (k - 1, i, j )  • realwt, 
denom = d e n o m  + realwt. 
End If. 

160 End Do. 
150 End Do. 

Then calculate: 
Y(k,  m, n) = numer/denom. 
denom(k, m, n) = d e n o m .  
numer =- 0. 
denom = 0. 

140 End Do. 
130 End Do. 

Step 2d: Calculate new sample variances for the parent 
nodes. Set S(k) = 0. 

Do 170m = 1, columns in level k. 
Do 180n = 1, rows in level k. 
Do 190ri = 2 . m  - 1 , 2 . m  + 2 .  
Do 200j  = 2 . n  - 1 , 2 . n - l - 2 .  

If  (i, j )  is a site on the level k - 1 lattice, 
calculate, 

added = A(k  - 1, i, j )  * wt(k, i, j ,  m, n) 
. (Y(k ,  m, n) - Y (k  - 1, i, j u ) )  * * 2. 

number = numer + added 
End If. 
200 End Do. 
190 End Do. 

S(k,  m, n) = numer/denom(k, m, n). 
If  S(k,  m, n) < minsigma, set S(k,  m, n) 

= minsigma. 

180 End Do. 
170 End Do. 
40 End Do. 

Go to Step 2. 

Step 3: At this stage we have finished the iterative pro- 
cedure to calculate link strengths. We now want 
to identify where the nodes of the homoge- 
neous regions are on the image pyramid. The 
parameter aloneval is the maximum value the 
sum of the link strengths of a son to its fathers 
may be for the son to be classified as the node 
of  a homogeneous region. 
For each level, we first assign a link number, 
linknum to each pixel so that all pixels at all 
levels have a unique link number. We next 
identify a whether a pixel is a node and as- 
sign a label number labelnum to each node 
that will correspond to a homogeneous re- 
gion. Let isnode(k) be a binary image that 
is equal to one at every pixel in level k that 
is deemed a node for a homogeneous re- 
gion. For each homogeneous region, we will 
also carry the value of the link number and 
intensity value in lablinkval(labelnum) and 
labelval(labeInum), respectively. Set label- 
n u m =  0 and linknum = 0. 

Do 190k = 0 to  L. 
Set isnode(k) = 0. 

Do 200 i = 1, columns in level k 
Do 210 j = 1, rows in level k 

levlink(k, i, j )  = linknum + 1 
If sumlink(k, i, j )  > a!oneval, then set: 
isnode(k, i, j )  = 1 
label(k, i, j )  = labelnum + 1 
lablinkval(labelnum) = levlink(k, i, j )  
labelval(labelnum) = Y (k, i, j )  
End If. 

210 End Do. 
200 End Do. 
190 End Do. 

Step 4: At this stage we have identified the nodes of  the 
homogeneous regions and labelnum equals the 
number of nodes. At this step, for each pixel 
at the base level, level 0, we need to identify 
the node that it is linked to. To do this, we start 
at level L - 1 and work our way down through 
the pyramid identifying the maximum link 
strengths for those pixels that are not nodes. 
Proceeding in this manner we can link the base 
level pixels to their corresponding nodes. 
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Do 2 2 0 k  = L - 1,0. 
Do 230 i = I, columns in level k. 
Do 240 j = 1, rows of  level k. 

I f  isnode(k,  i, j )  = 0, then set 
levlink(k, i, j )  = levlink(k + 1, 

coll ink(k,  i, j ) ,  rowlink(k, i, j ) ) .  

End If. 
240 End Do. 
230 End Do. 

Step 5: At  this stage levlink(0) has intensities equal to 
the link values of the correct nodes for the base 
level pixels. Now we want to create a label 
image at the finest resolution and calculate the 
number of  sites in each homogeneous region. 

Set label(0)  = 0. 

Do 250k = 1, labelnum. 
labe l (0)  = k .  ( levlink(0) = =  lablinkval(k)) 

+ label(0),  
numofpixels(k)  = E( levl ink(0)  

- - -  lablinkval(k)).  
250 End Do. 

Step 6: Given the original labeling in label(0)  = 0, 
we want to merge those regions with labels the 
correspond to very similar gray values. That is, 
we use an agglomerative clustering algorithm 
to merge those regions whose node values are 
within a tolerance, toler. This merging step is 
not included in the original Hong-Rosenfeld al- 
gori thm (1984). Set numoflabels = labelnum. 
Set n e w l a b i m g  = label(0).  

260 Continue. 
Set closest = 9999. 

Do 270k = 1, numoflabels. 
Do 280 j  = k + 1, numoflabels. 

differ = (labelval(k) - labe lva l ( j ) )  • ,  2. 
I f  differ < closest, then 
Kval = k. 

Jval = j .  
closest = differ. 
End if. 

280 End Do. 
270 End Do. 

marker  = 0. 
I f  closest < ( t o l e r .  • 2), then: 
coun t j  = E ( n e w l a b i m g  = =  Jval) 
countk = E ( n e w l a b i m g  = =  Kval) 
newlabimg = Kval*(newlabimg = =  Jval) 

+ newlabimg • (1-((newlabimg = =  Jval)). 
labelval(Kval)  = (count j  • labelval(Jval) 

+ countk * labelval(Kval))/(countk + count j ) .  

labelval(Jval) = 1000 • Jval. 
marker = 1. 
End If. 
If  marker = 1, go to 260. 

Step 6b: Relabel image. Set labe lseg  = 0. Set newla- 

bel = 0. 

Do 310k = 1, numoflabels. 
checkifused = E (newlab img  = =  k). 
I f  checkifused < 1, go to 320. 
newlabel = newlabel + 1. 
labelseg = newlabel . ( n e w l a b i m g  = =  k) 

+ labelseg.  
320 Continue. 

310 End Do. 
newlab img  = labe lseg  

Step 6c: Region grow on newlab img  to get an image 

lab that labels eight-connected contiguous re- 
gions. Also obtain an image labnumimg 
that has as its value at each pixel location the 
number of pixels that belong to the contigu- 
ous region that the pixel site belongs. Let  
more be the template defined in Fig. A.2. Set 
j = 0, k = 0, lab = 0, labnum = 0, u sed im-  
age = 1, marker2 = 0, and ob jee t j  = 0. 

320 usedlefl = E (used image )  

If  usedleft = O, go to 370. 
If  marker2 = 1, go to 345. 

330k = k + 1. 
I f  k = ncols + 1, go to 370. 
I = 0  

3 4 0 / =  l + 1 

If  l = nrows + 1, go to 330. 
345 Continue. 

isitone = usedimage(k,  l). 
o b j e c t j ( k ,  l) = 1. 
partneroldsum = 1. 

350 ne ighbo r img  = objee t j  !amax moore .  

0 0 0 
/ -,, 

0 ,,0/ 0 

0 0 0 
Fig. A.2. The template used to find the eight-connected regions 
where all pixels have the same labels. 
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objectj = neighborimg • 
(newlabimg = =  newlabimg(k, 1)). 

partnersum = I](object j) .  
I f  partnersum = partneroldsum, go to 360. 
partneroldsum = partnersum. 
Go to 350. 

360j  = j + 1 
lab = lab + j * objectj 
labnum = labnum + partnersum • objectj. 
usedimage = usedimage V (5 • objeetj). 
usedimage = (usedimage = =  1). 
objectj = 0. 
marker2 = 1. 
Go to 320. 

370 Continue. 

Step 7: At this stage we have our label image and now 
must convert this into a one-pixel-wide bound- 
ary representation. Set b o u n d a r y  = 0. 

Do 380i = 2, 2 c.  
Do 390j  = 2, s ~. 

I f  lab(i, j )  ¢ lab(i - 1, j ) ,  then do: 
I f  labnum(i, j )  > labnum(i, j - 1), 

set boundary(i,  j )  = 1, else set 
boundary(i - 1, j )  = 1. 

End If. 
I f  lab(i, j )  ¢ lab(i, j - 1) then do: 
I f  labnum(i, j )  _< labnum(i, j - 1), 

set boundary(i,  j )  = 1, else set 
boundary(i,  j - 1) = 1. 

End If. 
390 Continue. 
380 Continue. 
380 END. 

The binary image boundary will be the eight- 
connected boundary estimate from the revised Hong- 
Rosenfeld algorithm. 

Appendix B. The Closed Boundary Identification 
Algorithm 

Let W (°) denote the image representation of the initial 
boundary configuration ~o (°) 6 f2~v. Let Y denote the 
observed image. Let UP (°) denote the value of the 
potential energy function for the initial boundary con- 
figuration W (°). 

The following algorithm, written in Image Algebra 
pseudocode, describes the necessary steps to imple- 
ment the stochastic closed boundary identification al- 
gorithm described in this research. The algorithm has 

been written as if simulated annealing is used and up- 
dating is performed at a single resolution only. I f  it- 
erated conditional modes (ICM) is used, set T(t) = 1 
for all t, and replace Step 10 with a step that considers 
whether the candidate's posterior energy is less than 
the current boundary configuration's posterior energy. 

Definitions of Images 

Denote C(p) ;  p = 1, 2 . . . . .  186, as the set of  3 x 3 
images representing the possible allowable configura- 
tions. Let Hqr denote a q x q image with pixel intensity 
equal to 0 for pixel locations in the r x r center of  the 
image, and pixel intensity equal to 1 elsewhere. Let 
Hq~ 1 denote a q x q image with pixel intensity equal 
to 1 for pixel locations in the r x r center of the im- 
age, and pixel intensity equal to 0 elsewhere. Let Oq 
denote a q x q image with pixel intensity equal to 0 
everywhere. 

Algorithm 

Step 0: Set t = 0 

Step la: Set t = t + 1, and set T(t) according to 
Theorem 4.1. 

Step lb: Choose site s (t) 6 D I to update at iteration t 
(possibly in a raster scan fashion). 

Step 2: Let W l l  (t-l) = W(t-1)l(s:s~Ns(s,(,))us(,) } Com- 
ment: W11 is an image of the current bound- 
ary configuration in the 11 x 11 neighborhood 
on s (0. 

Step 3a: Set p = 0. 
Step 3b: Set p = p +  1 ; i f p  = 187, s e t d  = 0and  go 

to Step 10a. 

Step 4: L e t W  (t) = (W11 (t-l) .Hll,3)+C(p)[0u. Com- 

ment: W~ ) is an image with the candidate 
configuration replacing the current 3 x 3 lo- 
cal configuration. 

Step 5a: Check permissibility: Let 

(t). (W(l~) @ temp(1)) • H - '  LNp = Wp 11,5" 

(B.1) 

Comment: LNp is a 11 x 11 image with pixel 
intensities equal to the number of lit neighbors 
that each pixel in the 5 x 5 neighborhood 
of s (0 possesses. The template temp(1) is 
defined in Fig. 12. 
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Fig. B.1. The templates temp(9) and temp(10) that are used to cal- 
culate boundary roughness. 

Step 5b: If y~'~(W~ ) • g=o(LNp) + X=I(LN)) > 0, go 
to Step 3b; else continue. Comment: This is 
a check that all lit sites have at least two lit 
neighbors. 

Step5c: If, for one of j = 2, 3, 4,5 (defined in 
Fig. 12), 

V {(W(p t) @ temp(j)) .  H~Is} = 3, (B.2) 

go to Step 3b; else continue. Comment: This 
checks that the local configurations for all pix- 
els in the 5 x 5 neighborhood of are allowable. 

Step 6: At this stage, the candidate configuration is 
known to be permissible. Calculate the prior 
energy U(p t) 

Step 6a: Oo(w(p 0) = E ( W ~  >) 
Step 6b: O1(co~ )) = ~{x=4W(p t) @ temp(6))} Com- 

ment: The template temp(6) is defined in 
Fig. 14. 

Step6c: 02(c@ t)) = y-~.lZ=5(W~ ) * temp(7))+  

x=sW~ ) (9 temp(8))} Comment: Templates 
temp(7) and temp(8) are defined in Fig. 14. 

Step 6d: Calculate 13(CO(p t)) = y~.{X=2(W~ ) @ 
temp(9)) + X=z(W(p t) (9 temp(10))} Com- 
ment: The templates temp(9) and temp(10) 
are defined in Fig. B.I. 

Step 6e: Connum = W~ ') (9 temp(ll) Comment: 
Connum is an image where at each pixel lo- 
cation the pixel value is equal to the config- 
uration number of the configuration centered 
at the pixel location. The template temp(11) 
is defined in Fig. 16. 

Step 6f: Use a lookup table to identify the pixel lo- 
cations that have configuration numbers cor- 
responding to penalized configurations. This 
procedure can be used to obtain { Ok (o)); k = 
3 . . . .  9}. 

Step 6g: 

(B.3) 

Step 7a: Calculate the energy associated with the in- 
tensity model. Wp = W(p t) ] w('-l>. Comment: 
This is the entire boundary configuration on 
E for candidate configuration p at time t. 

Step 7b: Use region growing to obtain the disjoint 
connected regions and their corresponding 
binary image representations {Re(i): i = 
1, 2 . . . . .  K(Wp)}. 

Step 7c: Calculate the total sums of squares error. For 
region i; i = 1, 2 ..... K (Wp), calculate 

SSp(i) = [~,_~_,(Y. Rp(i))2/(,sum(R;(i)))] 

- [ E ( Y .  Rp(i))/('sum(Rp(i)))] a, 
(B.4) 

and the total sums of squares error for the 
candidate configuration is 

K(W v ) 

SSp = E SS(i). (B.5) 
i=1 

Step 8: Calculate the posterior energy for the candidate 
configuration, 

UP(p ') = {U(p 0 + SSp/2a2}/T(t). (B.6) 

Step 9: Go to Step 3b. 

Step 10a: Gibbs Sampler: Set d = d + 1. Generate a 
random number, rand, from a Uniform(0,1) 
distribution. Calculate F(d) = (~--]p=l"d 

exp(-UP(t)))/Z where Z is the normaliz- 
ing constant, Z = ~861 exp(-gP(t) ) .  

Step 10a: If F(d) < rand, go to Step 10a; else, set 
UP (t) = UP(j ), set W (0 = W(J ), and go to 
Step 1. 

update of the boundary This completes one 
configuration. 
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